Notes to accompany the GCSE Choices PowerPoint
Slide




We have a broad range of ability
We punch above our weight, with results
above the Independent Schools average
Part of this is getting the right choice of
GCSEs for every pupil
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These are the compulsory exam subjects
All pupils do English (2 IGCSEs) & Maths
We expect all to continue with either
French or Spanish (but it is possible to
study both – see slide 7) or English
Language Training
Science: All pupils take science in the
core of the curriculum, covering all 3
sciences and leading to 2 IGCSEs (but it is
possible to study Triple Science – see
slide 8)
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At present, in year 9, sets 1-3 study both
French and Spanish
There are two set 4s, one set studying
just French and the other, just Spanish
These two sets will continue with their
modern language next year in the
compulsory part of the curriculum
Those in sets 1 – 3 can choose whether
to continue with either French or
Spanish, as their compulsory modern
language
However, we encourage those who
enjoy languages to continue with both.
They do this by choosing French as their
compulsory language and then choosing
Spanish as one of their 4 GCSE choices
Majority of pupils will study Double
Award in the compulsory part of the
curriculum
Most schools offer this and a pupil can
proceed to an A level individual science
from the Double Award, if they make
good progress
However, some will want to study all
three sciences to a greater depth. They
choose Triple Science as one of their
GCSE choices.
Anyone considering Medicine, Dentistry
or Veterinary Science should take Triple
Science
We also have “Fast Track Science.” This
is for the top 10% in the year. It is an
accelerated program which means all 3

sciences are studied in full, within the
compulsory part of the curriculum i.e.
the pupil does not need to choose Triple
Science as an option. It effectively gives
one more choice
 We will advise pupils if this makes sense
for them
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Here are 3 key elements in making
choices
Strong: pupils should play to their
strengths
Enjoy: two years is a long time to study a
subject. It’s important they choose
subjects which they are interested in
Balance: a few pupils will know exactly
the academic route they want to follow.
Most will not! For them it’s a good idea
to have a balanced set of subjects
N.B., It is probably practically impossible
to adhere to all three of these principles,
so look to those which make most sense
to your child




Here is the complete set of 17 options.
4 are chosen, plus one reserve. Every pupil musy put down a reserve choice. It can happen that two or three pupils cannot be given their top 4
choices. In this case the reserve choice is used and I will be in touch with you, should this be the case.

I am going to highlight a few of these:
 Triple science: for those who wish to study all 3 sciences in full


Computer science is an increasingly important discipline



Business and Economics GCSEs are new subjects. There is an upcoming assembly where the Head of Department
will give more details. We wouldn’t normally expect pupils to choose both Business and Economics



Spanish: choose this to take both modern languages



Latin & Gratin: these are choices open only to those who have been studying one or other of these languages this
year.








Pupil 6 has chosen Spanish as an option, so will be studying both languages
Pupils 4, 7 & 8 have chosen Triple Science, as one of their four options
Pupil 5 has chosen three creative subjects – unusual but fine if it is thought through
Pupil 8 is studying Gratin, continuing from year 9

Here are a few
examples from
current year 10
& 11 pupils








The process here is deliberately old
fashioned.
Pupils are given an options card to
complete over the course of this half
term
Teachers sign the card for their subject.
The idea is to encourage conversation,
albeit brief in some cases
If a teacher does not think that a pupil
should take their subject, and this
happens rarely, then I will get in touch
with you to discuss further

More information is on the Senior School
Website, under Academic. At the foot of the
page is the GCSE studies booklet,
“GCSE 2019 – 2021”, or click on the link below:
https://www.deanclose.org.uk/senior-school6th-form-13-18/academic/

